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Formulation of the problem

The problem we want to analyze concerns the 
definition of the RBS positions, antenna tilts, 
and radiated powers for a specified number of 
RBS serving the interested area.



In the next presentation will be
introduced

• The work objective

• The used method

• The obtained result



Objective:
• Search and checking of mathematical

model for an automatized planning of the 
base station position in an urban mobile 
network comunication sytem

Method:
• Obtain the lowest value of mathematical

functionals that must be optimized
through a genetic algorithm designed on
MatLab program.



Otpimization Criterions

• Minimization of the radiated eletromagnetic field

• Maximization quality of mobile  tel. service

• Maximization of the economical efficiency of
the base station system



Driver for otpimization.
Optimization Environment

impact of EM field

Optimization

Coverage

Optimization

C/I ratio

Optimization

economic
efficiency

Reduction Distance
SRB to Traffic Source



QOS and  Environmental Margin

Environmental  Margin and QOS 
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The more is the distance
between SRB and Mobile 
Telephone, the more is
attenuation power TX and the  
BER increase

The more is the distance
between SRB and Mobile 
Telephone, the more is
attenuation power TX and the  
BER increase

•Power MS= Attenuation
Power TX of Mobile Station

•Rx Qual Up=BER in Up Link

•Rx Lev Up=Level dbr UpLink

•Power MS= Attenuation
Power TX of Mobile Station

•Rx Qual Up=BER in Up Link

•Rx Lev Up=Level dbr UpLink



Imaginary Town

The algorithm has been applied to the ideal, level, rectangular area (side 5 x 5 Km) 
divided in 500 x 500 pixel approximately.

However this imaginary town is rapresentative of a medium size Italian town, having
typically an historical center, an urban and a suburban area.

The area was divided in three parts, each of them characterized by different traffic, C/I 
ratio, coverage, and environmental impact levels.

Morever we consider that into an inner zone the location of RBS is forbidden (for 
example close to a hospital, or a school, or an artistic and historical building.

This approach is very flexible and the adopted scheme is not a constraint because
each pixel of the figure can be cheracterized by the most suitable values of the 
parameters. 
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Hypothesis: City of 20 Km² and 20.000 

inhabitant necessity of  6 SRB

highhigh

lowlow

SRB Forbidden
area

SRB Forbidden
area



Valutation of forbidden area to positioning

Radio Base Station

The algorithm follow the perimeter of the forbiden area, so there aren’t any
necessity to reset the process thrown away all the solution until found

The algorithm follow the perimeter of the forbiden area, so there aren’t any
necessity to reset the process thrown away all the solution until found

Forbid zoneForbid zone



Input and output data matrix



Output of Software Program
• Radio Base Station (SRB) Coordinates

• RTX Power  [dBm]

• SRB Antenna Tilt

• Radio coverage mapping [dBm]

• Elettric Field mapping [V/m] and [dBuV/m]

• Carrier to Interference mapping C/I [dB]



Cost 231Walfish Ikegami propagation
model



Cost 231Walfish Ikegami propagation
model

-Lo=free space term attenuation
-Lrts=difraction e scattering term attenuation
-Lmsd=multiple difractione term attenuation

Total attenuation



Functionals

There are five functionals:

- Enviromental impact of the eltromagnetic field
- Distance between SRB and traffic barycenter
- Coverage
- C/I Ratio
- Economic efficiency

-1) at first each of them is considered separately
-2) in the second,  functionals combination and the conlcusions

will be showed



Functionals

When the algorithm evolves to optimize one particular functionals, also the other
functionals change their values even if they do not affect directly by the 
optimization procedure. 

In this way it is possible to see what happens to the other requirements when the 
network planning takes into account one parameter only.

From a graphical point of wiew, the optimization of the overall functional can be
seen as the maximization of the area of pentagon.

In fact if the pentagon center represents the origin of a radial coordinate system, 
and if each vertex of the pentagon represents the value 1, each segment between
the vertex and the center represents the range of variability for a normalized
functional.

The external regular pentagon represents the ideal resuts, instead the area of 
inscribed irregular pentagon depend on the achieved optimization level.

The larger the area is, the better the  optimization is. 
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Environment impact of 
eletromagnetic field

This first functional rapresents the level of e.m. field and has to be
minimized.

The area to be covered is divided into regions, each of them served by 
one RBS antenna. Morever the area is discretized into a number of 
pixel , approximately of 10m side.

Different field safety levels can be assigned to the areas, so it is 
important to define for each pixel which kind of protection is due. In 
residecial area, for example,  the accepted e.m. field level is lower than 
the analogous level for an industrial area.

If an area is highly protect, his quality factor Q is low so the 
correspondenting terms in the summation are characterized by a high 
wight. In this way the algorithm tries to limit the value of the field in 
those pixels, decreasing the corresponding terms by changing the 
position of the RBS, their radiated power and their antenna tilt.

This first functional rapresents the level of e.m. field and has to be
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the analogous level for an industrial area.
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Environmental EM impact Functional
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Environmental EM impact Functional



V/mV/m

Environmental EM impact Functional



dBmdBm

EnvironmentalEnvironmental EM impact : EM impact : CoverageCoverage
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Environmental EM impact Functional



Coverage Optimization Functional

This functional evaluates the coverage level.

In this case the input data rapresent the desired signal power in each
pixel. These values are used to weight the actual power received in each
pixel.

The functional rapresents the difference between the desired value and 
the actual received power; so that the algorithm tries to minimize the 
entire sum of differences. Also in this case the algorithm does not 
account for pixels having the desired minimum coverage  

Using this functional the algorithm tries to locate the RBS close to the 
region where the desired coverage level is higher, whereas the areas
where a lower coverage is requested are taken into account by a proper
increasing of the radiated power.

This functional evaluates the coverage level.
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Coverage Optimization Functional
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Coverage Optimization Functional:
Output Mapping areas and SRB



Radio Coverage Functional

dBmdBm



Radio Coverage Functional

dBdB



Radio Coverage Functional

Coordinate:

X=[286,235,340,146,291,224]

Y=[263,302,344,270,208,242]

Output power per each single 
carrier:

P (dBm)=[40,40,40,40,40,40,40]

Tilt in gradi:

t=[1,1,1,1,1,3] 

to optimize the 
coverage, the tilts are 
minimum and the 
output power are 
closely maximum

to optimize the 
coverage, the tilts are 
minimum and the 
output power are 
closely maximum



C/I Ratio Functional

The optimization of QOS in terms of C/I ratio consists in maximizing the ratio in each 
cell. In this case the input data necessary for the code, is the minimum C/I ratio 
allowed for each pixel. 

If the C/I ratio is lower than the limit the algoritm increases the C/I value, trying to
reduce the value of the functional.

The main feature of this approach is that the interference is not described in terms of 
the co-channel frequencies, but in a more precautionary way considering the power of 
each SRB in the region covered by the best server SRB.

By changing antenna positions, powers, and tilts, according to this functional, the 
algorithm tries to locate the RBS far from each other, but near the zone where the C/I 
desired is greater.

The capability of caracterizing each pixel (and therefore each region) with a specified
value of C/I makes this functional very flexible, and allows us to optimize limited
areas, for example high traffic zones, tolerating worse C/I for low traffic areas.
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C/I Ratio Functional Optimization
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C/I Ratio Functional Ottimization:
example: 2 region composed by 3 pixels
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dBdB

C/I Ratio Optimization



Coordinate:

•X=[144,475,511,283,129,85]

•Y=[355,451,53,205,59,260]

Power in dBm of  single 
carrier

P=[35,34,33,40,34,37]

Tilt antennas:

•t=[4,1,7,1,4,4]

C/I Ratio Optimization:
Best server Areas of each single 

RBS



C/I Ratio Optimization:
Mapping output of area and SRB



Distance between RBS and traffic
barycenter

This functional takes into account the requirement that the 
RBS have to be as close as possible to the traffic barycenter.

This objective can be obtained weigthing the distance of 
each pixels from the RBS with traffic, wich is defined as input 
data. 

In this way the algorithm tries to reduce the distance from the 
RBS to the pixel with the highest traffic.

This functional takes into account the requirement that the 
RBS have to be as close as possible to the traffic barycenter.

This objective can be obtained weigthing the distance of 
each pixels from the RBS with traffic, wich is defined as input 
data. 

In this way the algorithm tries to reduce the distance from the 
RBS to the pixel with the highest traffic.



Distance SRB to Source Traffic
Optimization
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Distance SRB to Source Traffic
Optimization



dBmdBm

Distance SRB to Source Traffic
Optimization



Distance SRB to Source Traffic
Optimization:

Best server areas
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Network economic efficiency Optimiz.

The last functional is developed to quantify the economic return for the provider.

In this case the considered parameter concerns the overall system efficiency,  in the 
sense that each RBS has to serve the maximum traffic as possible.

Morever, the functional works so as the RBS share approximately the same amount 
of traffic;   considering that a network with homogeneous distribution of traffic 
among RBS gives a better profit than umbalanced configuration.

It is important to point out that in each algorithm iteration, the number of pixels
served by k-th RBS changes as a function of the position and the power of the RBS. 
Therefore in each iteration the Best Server configuration is redefined. 

The last functional is developed to quantify the economic return for the provider.

In this case the considered parameter concerns the overall system efficiency,  in the 
sense that each RBS has to serve the maximum traffic as possible.

Morever, the functional works so as the RBS share approximately the same amount 
of traffic;   considering that a network with homogeneous distribution of traffic 
among RBS gives a better profit than umbalanced configuration.

It is important to point out that in each algorithm iteration, the number of pixels
served by k-th RBS changes as a function of the position and the power of the RBS. 
Therefore in each iteration the Best Server configuration is redefined. 



Network economic efficiency Optimiz.
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Network economic efficiency Optimiz.



Functionals Combination

• If the functionals are simply summed than it’s most
probably that one functional can prevail on all other, 
this occur when one functional has the biggest value
or most velocity variation.

• To solve the problem it was adopted a % normalization
procedure, based on MAX and MIN value of each
functional.
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Functionals Combination

AmplitudeCFunctional j
j

jtot ×≡∑f

Functionals Sum with Weighing 1 of 
all Funtionals

Functionals Sum with Weighing 4 of
Environment Margin Functional
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Combination: Environment Weighing = 4



V/mV/m

Combination: Environment Weighing = 4
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Combination: Environment Weighing = 4



Combination: Environment Weighing = 4

Functionals Combination progress 



Conclusion

Thanks for your attention

This method rapresents an organic approach 
to the problem of automatized procedure for 
an optimized planning of a modern mobile 
radio network.
This procedure highlights the contrasting
nature of the requirements, so that the 
contemporaneous maximum optimization of 
all requirements is impossible, and the 
solution provided by the algorithm is the best 
compromise.

Davide Micheli
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